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Abstract: An essential impact which can improve the indoor environment and save on power
consumption for artificial lighting is utilization of daylight. Optical fiber daylighting technology offers
a way to use direct daylight for remote spaces in a building. However, the existing paradigm based
on the precise orientation of sunlight concentrator toward the Sun is very costly and difficult to install
on the roof of buildings. Here, we explore an alternative approach using mirror-coated lens array
and planar waveguide to develop a flat optical fiber daylighting system (optical fiber daylighting
panel) with lateral displacement Sun-tracking mechanism. Sunlight collected and reflected by
each mirror-coated lens in a rectangular lens array is coupled into a planar waveguide using cone
prisms placed at each lens focus. This geometry yields a thin, flat profile for Sunlight concentrator.
Our proposed concentrating panel can be achieved with 35 mm thickness while the concentrator’s
width and length are 500 mm × 500 mm. The commercial optical simulation tool (LightToolsTM)
was used to develop the simulation models and analyze the system performance. Simulation results
based on the designed system demonstrated an optical efficiency of 51.4% at a concentration ratio
of 125. The system can support utilizing a lateral displacement Sun-tracking system, which allows
for replacing bulky and robust conventional rotational Sun-tracking systems. This study shows a
feasibility of a compact and inexpensive optical fiber daylighting system to be installed on the roof
of buildings.

Keywords: optical fiber daylighting system; planar waveguide; plastic optical fiber; solar
energy; concentrator

1. Introduction

The Sun is the most plentiful energy source for the Earth, and is a renewable, sustainable and
totally inexhaustible energy source. One of the direct applications of solar energy is daylighting.
Daylight is used to illuminate building interiors to affect the indoor environment, health, lighting
quality, and energy efficiency [1,2]. In sustainable buildings, daylighting can provide energy reductions
through the use of electric light controls, and it can reduce the dependence on artificial lighting, which
cannot fulfill the needs of the human body. Krarti M. et al. have estimated that the energy consumption
for artificial lighting in the building can be reduced 50% to 80% by efficient utilization of daylighting [3].
However, the high cost and low optical efficiency are challenges of any daylighting system. Recently,
many research groups have been concentrating on these problems by simplifying a daylighting system
design as a cost-effective solution. In terms of delivery of natural light to remote areas in a building
where daylight is limited, the most efficient solution is optical fiber-based daylighting technology.
A typical fiber optic lighting system consists of a sunlight concentrator mounted with a Sun-tracking
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system, optical fiber cables, and light diffuser [4]. The optical fiber daylighting systems have been
developed for the past 20 years [5], and many studies have been published in scientific journals [5–8].
A few of them were commercialized in the market such as Parans Solar Lighting systems (Gothenburg,
Sweden), Himawari system (Tokyo, Japan), etc. [9,10].

In conventional optical fiber daylighting systems (OFDS), the concentrators employ two different
mechanisms: a refractive mechanism such as a convex lens or Fresnel lens, or a reflective mechanism
such as a parabolic mirror [11]. One end of the plastic optical fiber is aligned at the focal point of
the concentrator. The optical fiber bundle transports light into the interior to be illuminated, and
the fiber optic luminaires (i.e., bundles of fiber ends) launch the light into the room. Concentrated
sunlight is coupled into optical fiber bundle and guided to interior. A fiber optic luminaire is attached
to other fiber ends to distribute the light into the room [12]. Many studies in this technology have
been reported; however, the commercialization process is delayed due to technical problems. Fresnel
lenses or parabolic mirrors usually have long focal lengths, making OFDS heavy and cumbersome.
Furthermore, Sun-tracking systems are required to precisely rotate the concentration system to follow
with the sunlight direction. Because every OFDS is working outdoors, Sun-tracking systems usually
require a bulky pedestal, and they must be mechanically stable against wind-loading forces [13–15].
The bulk and robustness issues of concentrator and Sun-tracking systems make the OFDS become
costly and inhibit the use of them on the roof of the building.

In order to reduce the complexity of existing OFDSs, an alternative approach for the sunlight
concentrator is proposed by using a flat solar concentrator with lateral displacement Sun-tracking
mechanism based on the utilization of mirror-coated lens array and planar waveguide. The
original concept of a solar concentrator based on a planar waveguide came from a design by
R. Winston et al. [16] and backlight-reversed concentration optics by M. Chen et al. [17]. Some types
of planar waveguide concentrators have been proposed in [18–22] with applications in concentrated
photovoltaic (CPV). Figure 1a shows the principles of a planar waveguide concentrator. In this case, the
sunlight, which is collected and concentrated by an array of lenses (plano-convex lenses), was coupled
into a planar waveguide by the prisms integrated on the surface of the waveguide. Rays that satisfy the
total internal reflection (TIR) condition propagate through the waveguide to the exit aperture, typically
at the edge of the slab. Some of the sunlight rays leak out of waveguide as decoupling loss because
they strike and decouple at subsequent directing surfaces (prism). The thickness of concentrator is
determined by the focal length of the lens. Assume that the curvature radius of each plano-convex
lens is R, so its focal length is calculated by a simple equation representing a plano-convex lens
f = R/(n − 1) ∼= 2R, where, n ∼= 1.5 is the refractive index of the lens material. The focal length of
each lenslet is comparatively long relative to its diameter. As shown in Figure 1a, in a larger-scale
concentrator using an array of large-size lenses, the system becomes very thick. In addition, the system
still requires a sophisticated rotational Sun-tracking system to follow the Sun position. Here, we
propose a novel OFDS using a lens array with mirror coating at the curvature surface. Figure 1b shows
ray-tracing analysis of a mirror-coated lens array. In this specialized design, each lens concentrates
sunlight by a reflection mechanism rather than by refraction in usual designs. With mirror coating
on the curvature surface, each lens becomes a concave mirror whose focal length, f, is half of the
curvature radius, R. This reduces the focal length to a quarter, in this case providing the basis for
designing a flat OFDS. Similar to conventional planar waveguide concentrator, our proposed design
also utilizes the planar waveguide with prism etched at top surface to redirect and guide concentrated
sunlight to the exit port. As shown in the lower and right part of Figure 1b when the sunlight direction
changes, the focal point of each lens moves along a straight line. A lateral movable waveguide can
track the position of focal points and align the prism at the center of them. This makes it possible for
a very simple flat solar concentration system with lateral displacement Sun-tracking mechanism to
replace the conventional design, which requires a very bulky concentrator and a robust Sun-tracking
system based on a rotational mechanism. In this study, we propose a novel approach based on using
two-dimensional (2D) array of mirror-coated spherical lenses and planar waveguide instead of the
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conventional lens array. This approach can achieve higher optical efficiency and allows replacing
rotational Sun-tracking to lateral displacement Sun-tracking.
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Figure 1. (a) Principles of a conventional planar waveguide concentrator; (b) Our proposed flat optical
fiber daylighting systems (OFDS) which allows using lateral displacement Sun-tracking mechanism.

The next parts of the paper will discuss details on the system design and performance. We describe
a proposed design of a OFDS using 2D spherical lenses array. In Section 3, a flat OFDS based on 2D
array of lenses is modeled in LightTools™ software to analyse the optical efficiency and Sun-tracking
performance of such systems. Section 4 is the final conclusion, including the remarks and possibilities
for future works.

2. Design of Flat OFDS

An efficient OFDS must capture sunlight through a concentrator and then focus it on a small area
with high efficiency and low fabrication cost. In the literature, many techniques have been proposed
to collect sunlight by reflectors or lenses. However, these designs require the bulky and robustly
rotational Sun-tracking systems, which occupy a large part of initial and maintenance cost.

The design for a flat OFDS using mirror-coated lens array and planar waveguide proposed in this
study can overcome these challenges. The flow chart of the system is shown in Figure 2. The proposed
sunlight concentrator part is composed of lens arrays with a mirror coating and planar waveguide.
The planar waveguide, which is placed on top of the lens array, consists of a transparent sheet
integrated with prisms etched at the top surface. The lens array is fixed, and the planar waveguide
can slide freely between the lens arrays. The gap between lens array and waveguide is lubricated
by transparent fluid that is also index-matched to reduce Fresnel reflection losses at the gap region.
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The waveguide is mounted to a lateral displacement Sun-tracking system. The role, optical mechanism
and design parameters of each component in the proposed OFDS are discussed in Sections 2.1–2.3.Energies 2017, 10, 1679 4 of 13 
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the proposed flat OFDS.

2.1. Array of Spherical Lenses

In this subsection, the sunlight concentrator is constructed from a rectangular array of poly-methyl
methacrylate (PMMA) spherical lenses as shown in Figure 3. Some main parameters of the lens array
are also depicted in Figure 3, namely: the size of lenslet array L, size of a single lenslet d, radius of
curvature of lens r, and the thickness of the lenslet array (or focal length) f.
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In our proposed design, 100 lenses of d = 50 mm and curvature radius r = 75 mm are arranged
in a square array as shown in Figure 4a so that the total length of the system is L = 500 mm and
thickness f = 35 mm. The size of the lens array can be chosen freely depending on each specific
case. However, increasing the size of lens d and curvature radius r will increase the thickness of
the system, whereas reducing the lens size increases the number of lenses and it makes the system
more complicated. Using parameter values of commercially available lens array for the system design
is a good solution to reduce system cost. In our proposed design, we utilized the parameters of
commercial fly eye lens array from the company OptoSigma. This lens array is being used for making
illumination light of homogeneous brightness for projectors. For the purpose of designing a flat OFDS
for rooftop installation, lens size d = 50 mm and r = 75 mm are reasonable because the thickness of
the system should be limited to 35 mm, which is similar to the thickness of a typical commercial
photovoltaic module for rooftop application. The focused regions of the lens array are one hundred
points distributed in a 2D array on the focal plane. Figure 4a shows the concentrated light on the focal
plane when the sunlight is perpendicular to lens array surface. When the sunlight deviated with an
incident angle of θ, it is dispersed at the flat surface of the lens array. Then the focal area of each lens
will be broadened. In order to quantify the effect of sunlight deviation, θ on the distribution of sunlight
on the focal plane, the ray-tracing analysis was conducted by varying the sunlight direction. The
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focused area is a design parameter for the planar waveguide and light-directing prism. Simulations
were performed with sunlight deviations of θ = 0◦ to 70◦. Figure 4b shows the variation of the size of a
focal point with the sunlight incident angle (note that the dimensions of the focal region are locally
exaggerated for convenient explanation).Energies 2017, 10, 1679 5 of 13 
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2.2. Planar Waveguide

The role of the planar waveguide is coupling and guiding the light which is concentrated by
mirror-coated lens array to its exit port. As shown in Figure 2, this part lies on the top of the
mirror-coated lens array. The sunlight passes through the planar waveguide then reflects back to the
waveguide by the mirror-coated lens array and is coupled into waveguide using mirror-coated prisms
positioned at each lens focus. The prisms reflect light onto a planar waveguide. The structure of prism is
calculated so that reflected rays satisfy the TIR condition of waveguide. The exit port is one edge of the
waveguide which works as a transmitting surface. Three other edges are coated mirror, so the sunlight
that reaches to these edges will reflect back to the exit port. The detail of planar waveguide with the
light-directing prism is shown in Figure 5a. Figure 5b shows a cross-section of a flat concentrator based
on mirror-coated spherical lens array and planar waveguide with ray-tracing analysis. It is clear to see
that sunlight passes through planar waveguide and reflects back by mirror-coated lenses and then it is
redirected by prisms and escapes to exit port by TIR phenomenon. There are few rays which escape at
the surface of waveguide due to decoupling with prisms (decoupling loss).

As shown in Figure 5a, the prims have a cone shape with a mirror coating. In order to
accommodate all of the sunlight input, the cone diameter must be larger than that of the focal area
size. Although increasing the prism size will widen the acceptance angle of sunlight direction, it will
also increase the decoupling loss of the system. In this situation, the appropriate cone prism diameter
is 7.1 mm corresponding to a sunlight acceptance angle of 45◦. The thickness of waveguide should
be larger than the height of the cone prism (3.55 mm). Each lens element in the lens array has its
own geometric concentration Clens defined by the ratio between lens area and cone prism bottom area.
The loss mechanism inside the planar waveguide which has relation with the Clens will be detailed
in the next Section. An important property of the OFDS, the geometric concentration ratio, Cgeo,
is given by:

CGeo =
waveguide length

waveguide thickness
=

L
w

(1)
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Increasing the length (L) of concentration system can increase the concentration ratio. However,
there is a trade-off between the concentration ratio and optical efficiency. The analytic model of the
planar concentrator with spherical lenses which explain the relation between optical efficiency and
the concentration ratio has already been presented in previous papers [20,23]. When the sunlight
propagates and transports to the exit by planar waveguide, some of the rays hit the redirecting prism
which was integrated on the waveguide surface, then they are decoupled from the waveguide. This is
loss mechanism of planar waveguide concentrator. In order to perform a qualitative analysis of the
relation between optical efficiency and waveguide parameters, a brief synthesis about the theoretical
calculation of flat concentrator based on the use of mirror-coated lens array for coupling of light
in the waveguide is presented here. The theoretical calculation for optical efficiency of waveguide
concentrator was defined by Karp by following the equations in [23],
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A prism is exaggerated for convenient interpretation and ray-tracing analysis is applied to illustrate
how the sunlight decouples inside the waveguide; (b) Ray tracing on a planar waveguide combined
with a mirror-coated spherical lens array to illustrate planar waveguide collects light from different
lenses and transports it to the exit port.

ηdecouple(P, ϕ) =

(
1 − 1

Clens

) P tan ϕ
2w

(2)

ηposition(P, ϕ) = R × ηdecouple × exp(− αP/cos ϕ) (3)

ηtotal =

∑P

ϕmax∫
0

ηpostion(P, ϕ)

(L − r)/2r
; P = r, 3r, 5r, L − r/2r (4)

where Clens is the concentration ratio of the mirror-coated lens, which is the ratio of lens size and focal
point size. In this study, the Clens was discussed and determined in Section 2.2; w is the waveguide
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thickness which was indicated in Figures 5a and 6; L is the waveguide length; P is the position of
prism which is the distance to the exit surface and 2r (or d, lens size) is the pitch of the lens array
which was indicated in Figures 3 and 6. Equation (2) calculates the optical efficiency for the light
which is redirected at prism position P with coupled angle ϕ (the angle of the ray which is redirected
by prism P). The parameters used in the calculation are associated with system structure as shown
in Figure 6. In Equation (3), the exponential material attenuation (α) along the optical path and the
reflective coefficient of the coupling prism, R, is taken into account. Equation (4) is an integration
over all prism position P and coupled angle to calculate total optical efficiency of a planar waveguide
concentrator. As shown in Equations (1) and (4), it is clear that there is a trade-off between the optical
efficiency and concentration ratio. When the light travels in the waveguide, the loss by material
attenuation and decoupling becomes significant in case of scaling up the system. The dependence
of optical efficiency on the some parameters of waveguide will be calculated by simulation in the
next Section.
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2.3. Plastic Optical Fiber Coupling

Sunlight output from the exit port of the waveguide needs to deliver to the interior. For easy
installation in the building, the most significant requirement of sunlight transportation methods is
wiring feature. Therefore, only optical fibers, which can be installed as simply electrical wiring, are
capable of fulfilling the requirement. In the daylighting application, the light transmission properties
of optical fiber should be different from conventional ones in communication application. The fiber is
required to transmit the visible range of sunlight with low attenuation loss. Although optical fiber
based on silica have lower attenuation loss than plastic optical fiber (POF), POFs are widely used in
daylighting systems because they are lower in production cost, more flexible for complex wiring in
building. In our proposed system, typical POFs with a 2 mm core diameter which are designed for
illumination purpose by Sichuan Huiyuan Plastic Optical Fiber Co., Ltd. (Chengdu, China), were
utilized [24]. The fiber parameters are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Plastic optical fiber (POF) parameters for design and simulation.

POF Technical Specifications

Attenuation 0.46 dB/m
Core/Cladding Diameter 1.98/2.0

Refractive Index: Core/Cladding 1.492/1.402
Minimum Bend Radius 50 mm
Spectral Trans. Range 380–750 nm

The size of exit port from planar waveguide is 4 mm × 500 mm (Figure 4a) and the optical fiber
diameter is 2 mm, so we proposed a 2 × 250 rectangular array of POFs bundle for appropriate coupling
with waveguide as shown in Figure 7. The geometric coupling efficiency is calculated by the ratio of
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total area of fiber ends and exit port area, ηfiber-coupling = 0.75. Multiple optical fibers were connected to
the waveguide by polishing the ends of bundled fibers and simply putting the polished ends to the
waveguide as tight as possible. The planar waveguide/POFs coupling loss consists of imperfection
of the waveguide and POF endfaces, numerical aperture mismatch and Fresnel losses. We propose
using the index matching gel between the air gap of POF bundle and waveguide to reduce Fresnel
losses. The numerical aperture mismatching, which is a different angle between output beam from
waveguide and acceptance angle of POF, also is a significant loss. Equation (5) shows the calculation
of numerical angle of POFs.

n0 sin θ =
√

n2
co − n2

cl (5)

where nco and ncl are the refractive index of the POF’s core and cladding, respectively; n0 is the
refractive index of matching gel. Using the POF’s parameter in Table 1, the acceptance angle of POF,
θ = ±19◦ was calculated. The angle of light beam that outputs from the exit port of waveguide can be
estimated based on using Equation (5) with a cladding index of 1 (air) and a core index of 1.49 (index of
PMMA). The angle of sunlight rays output from waveguide exit port is ±49◦. The big difference of POF
acceptance angle and waveguide output beam angle shows that the numerical aperture mismatching
loss is significant. The optical loss of POF coupling will be discussed based on simulation in Section 3.
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3. Simulation Results and Discussion

Commercial optical modeling software, LightToolsTM, was used to model and analyse the
performance of proposed flat OFDS. The complete Sun geometry model, including the Sun spectrum
supported by LightTools software, provides an easy method to evaluate the lateral displacement
Sun-tracking possibility and the losses analysis of the system. In the designed system, we propose
using one of the most common optical plastics, poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA) with a refractive
index of nPMMA = 1.49 for mirror-coated spherical lens array, planar waveguide, and optical fiber.
We assume that the system is aligned along the north–south (NS) and east–west (EW) directions,
as shown in Figure 8. The site of application was located at 127.0 longitude and 37.50 latitude.
The concentrator surface is perpendicular to sunlight direction when Sun is at the highest solar
elevation (zenith) angle of 76◦ and takes place at 12:30 p.m.
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different time of a day.

3.1. Optical Efficiency of System

Firstly, we evaluated the dependence of system efficiency on the concentration ratio Cgeo.
Because the length of concentrator was fixed at L = 500, the concentration ratio will change with
the variation of waveguide thickness. Simulation was carried with several different concentration
ratio Cgeo = 71×, 83×, 100× and 125×, corresponding with the waveguide thickness w = 7, 6, 5 and
4 mm, respectively. The concentrator optical efficiency was measured by the ratio between the total
luminous flux at the surface of the waveguide and at the exit port. The simulation result is illustrated
in Figure 9. The Fresnel losses, decoupling loss, material absorption, reflection loss at the surface of
lenses and prisms were taken into account in the simulation. The decrease of optical efficiency when
the concentration ratio increases, as shown in Figure 9, was predicted at qualitative analysis based on
the theoretical model. The concentration ratio considerably affects the OFDS cost because a larger exit
port will require a large number of POFs. The thickness of planar waveguide must be thicker than the
height of the prism, which was 3.55 mm (Figure 5). In this design, the thickness waveguide w = 4 mm
is reasonable. It corresponds with the concentration ratio of 125× and an optical efficiency of 76.3%.
To evaluate the losses of optical fiber coupling, a POF bundle was attached to the exit port and the
luminous flux was measured at another end of the POF bundle. The optical efficiency is reduced to
51.4%. The cause of this reduction is the non-matching between optical fiber bundle/exit port shape
and difference of numerical aperture of POF/planar waveguide.
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To evaluate the performance of our proposed OFDS and Sun-tracking mechanism, the output
illuminance and the optical efficiency were calculated at different times of a summer day. The variation
of optical efficiency and luminous flux (output at the end of POF) at different hours are calculated
and shown in Figure 10a. One interesting observation from Figure 10 is that the optical efficiency was
constant to 51.4% (including POF coupling loss) from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.; it increased fast from
6:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. and decreased particularly fast at the time from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. This can
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be explained by referring back to the design of coupling prisms. The size of prism was designed to
cover sunlight focused area with the sunlight incident angle of 45◦. When the sunlight incident angle
is out of range of ±45◦ at 6:00 a.m.–8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.–7:00 p.m., the prism size becomes smaller
than focal area, so the efficiency drops so fast. The luminous flux (lm) in the exit port at different
times of the day is shown in Figure 10b. Losses due to Fresnel reflection, mirror reflection, optical fiber
coupling, sun tracking, planar waveguide material absorption, and light distributors were included in
this calculation.Energies 2017, 10, 1679 10 of 13 
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3.2. Lateral Displacement Sun-Tracking Performance

For proper operation of the proposed flat OFDS, the sunlight should always be focused on the
center of prisms; therefore, total focused sunlight beam is coupled into the waveguide. As discussed
above, Sun-tracking for the proposed flat CPV system can be implemented by lateral movement of the
waveguide with respect to the lens array layer. The moving part of the system (waveguide) is mounted
on lens array layer with a two-axis lateral movement tracking system. To determine the amount of
translation, we examined the focal point positions over a day. The focal point position δ (corresponds
with the waveguide position) is defined as shown in Figure 11a.

Figure 11b shows the dependence of lateral displacement δ with the time of the day. The azimuth
angle of the Sun position varies by 180◦ daily, but the acceptance angle of the system is limited to 45◦;
therefore, the working time of the system is limited to about 7 h per day (9:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m.). The
movement amplitude of daily tracking of about 43 mm can be determined based on Figure 11b. Because
the zenith angle of Sun position ranges from −23.5◦ to 23.5◦ within each year, seasonal tracking (Sun
tracking along north-south direction) requires the displacement range of 19 mm. lateral displacement
of Sun-tracking allows using step-motors that can be controlled by predetermined functions based on
known equations of solar motion instead of using optical sensors and tracking algorithms as usual.
The new Sun-tracking mechanism is expected to eliminate the tracking error and support mechanism
against wind load and simplify the overall tracking infrastructure.
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3.3. Discussion

Our goal is to illuminate a working plane of an indoor area with an illuminance of 500 lux,
which is the minimum requirement for working space according to European standard [25]. At the
highest elevation of the Sun at 12:30 p.m., the output flux is about 13,600 lm, as shown in Figure 10b.
Daylighting systems with optical fibers are being used to deliver sunlight deep into a remote area of
the building; therefore, the transmission loss of POF is the most important impact. Assume that the
OFDS is installed on the roof of the building to illuminate a room at 6 m below from the top, about
10 m length of POF is required from the concentrator part to the illumination area. The transmission
loss of 2 mm core diameter POF is 0.46 dB/m. This means that the luminous flux decreases by 2.8 times
when propagating along the 10 m length of POF. Therefore, a luminous flux of 4850 lm can be delivered
to the interior. The ratio between luminous flux of 4850 lm and the required illuminance of 500 lux
shows that the proposed system can illuminate for ~10 m2. At other times of the day, the sunlight in
the interior becomes less than the required value of 500 lux, and the artificial light sources should be
turned on to compensate.

As results in Section 3.1, one of the significant losses (25%) came from mismatching between the
POF bundle and exit port of waveguide. It is fortunate, however, that flat POFs developed recently
can provide a new approach. The design and fabrication method of flat POFs was mentioned in a US
patent [26]. Some types of flat POFs were commercialized for lighting purposes. Figure 12a shows the
commercial flat POFs with different sizes [24]. Because the cross-section of flat fiber is a rectangular
shape, then it will perfectly match with the exit port of waveguide. Figure 12b shows the configuration
of flat POFs coupled with the planar waveguide. By using flat fiber, the mismatching loss can be
reduced from 25% to less than 3%. However, there is a trade-off between using cylindrical POF and flat
POF. The attenuation of flat POF is higher than cylindrical POF. So if transport distant is long, using
the flat POF is less effective. Depending on each specific circumstance, the use of conventional POF or
flat POF will be decided.
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Any daylighting system is facing a major challenge with respect to cost-efficiency. The main
purpose of our design is the development of a system that can allow the possibility of low fabrication
cost. The waveguide, lens array and POFs of the daylighting system concept proposed here are made
of a single material—PMMA that contribute to reducing manufacturing cost and recycling cost. From
the viewpoint of fabrication, lens array has very simple structure so that it would be fabricated by
injection molding process. As suggested by Karp et al. [23], the roll processing is possible for a planar
waveguide with the low-cost material. All these features lead to a huge reduction in manufacturing
cost. One disadvantage of our proposed system is lower concentration ratio in comparison with
conventional systems, which results in a higher number of optical fibers for the same amount of light.
Using a high number of optical fibers increases the system, but optical fiber cost has become much
cheaper recently. On the other hand, to achieve high concentration ratio in the conventional system,
very high quality of optical devices, precise alignment and Sun-tracking system are required. Our
proposed system can overcome most of the challenges that contribute to increasing the system cost.

4. Conclusions

A flat OFDS using a planar waveguide has been proposed and analysed. The flat OFDS
includes a mirror-coated lens array, a planar waveguide with redirecting prism. The concentrated
sunlight beams from mirror-coated lens array are redirected and coupled with waveguide by a
cone-shaped prism. Coupled sunlight is guided inside waveguide by TIR mechanism. The thickness
of system of 35 mm was achieved while the length and width of the system were 500 mm × 500 mm.
The simulation results indicate that 51.4% of optical efficiency was achieved at a concentration ratio
of Cgeo = 125. One interesting aspect is that the system supports utilizing a lateral displacement
Sun-tracking mechanism which can reduce the complexity and cumbersome work in comparison with
the conventional Sun-tracking mechanism. The proposed flat OFDS is very suitable for daylighting
purposes which mostly can be installed on a building’s rooftop.
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